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Decentralised Social Travel  

Pally is the first decentralised social travel ecosystem in the world. Our technology enables travellers to create friendships and access authentic experiences in new cities through local people - using direct peer-to-peer payment



 Read Position Paper   Read Whitepaper 



 



PallyCoin is now tradable on EtherDelta
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Total supply is 55679834 PAL




























OUR MANIFESTO

Pally is empowering its community to explore global cities in an interactive and genuine manner. By integrating our technology with blockchain and smart contract infrastructure, Pally's community tokens will facilitate users to connect with peers in urban centers globally, leveraging a trading bot to enhance their experiences. This allows them to forge friendships and engage in activities handpicked by local residents. In an era where technology is blurring the lines of 'stranger' distinctions, the decentralized community of Pallies is thriving.














THE PALLY ECOSYSTEM
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Pally Social 
(iOS App Store) 
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Pally Adventures 
(Progressive Web App) 
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Features & Partners
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WE'RE QUITE SOCIAL
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Oliver Andersen

Co-founder/CEO

As CEO of Pally, Oliver is leading product vision and strategy. As a seasoned member of the Blockchain community, Oliver has been actively involved in the technology and is passionate around the prospects of applying blockchain technology. With years of FinTech, digitalisation and technology consulting experience as well as an academic background in Behaviourism and Information Technology at world leading universities, he brings a determined mindset, a hard-working attitude and a multicultural understanding to Pally.






























Afiola Etomi

Co-Founder & COO

Over the last two years, Afiola has delivered multi-million pound innovation projects leveraging cloud solutions at various large companies. After leaving Durham University, he worked in business development for an Impact Investment start-up in West Africa, raising over $2M in crowd and equity funding. He moved on to grow an early-stage sports management business, where he drove digital innovation and built commercial partnerships with companies such as Lucozade. Afiola is leading the Business Development and Operations at Pally.






























Dario Ceccoli

CTO

Dario oversees Pally’s product development and software engineering. His 17 years of programming experience have taken him from public sector programming roles in Italy to Android mobile development in Japan. In Japan, he built a successful music technology app that broke into the top 10 downloads chart on the Japanese Android store. Dario has since returned to Europe to work with Pally to combine his love for travel with his appreciation for a challenge.






























Stoyan Petrov

Head of Marketing

Stoyan has led Customer Experience and Marketing Analytics projects at blue-chip global retailers over the last few years, crafting and implementing world-leading customer loyalty programmes across European and North American markets. He is combining his experience with his passion for new technology to develop effective multi-channel marketing, and growth-hacking capabilities at Pally.






























Milos Soskic

Lead UI/UX

With 18 months of Blockchain project involvement prior to joining Pally and 10 years of user experience and interface experience, Milos brings a wealth of knowledge around information architecture and user behaviour to the company.






























Merunas Grincalaitis

Smart Contract Developer

Merunas is a fullstack javascript and Blockchain web developer who is contributing to the smart contract development at Pally. WIth vast knowledge of Solidity, Truffle, IPFS, ERC20, Web3.js, node.js, react,js and mongodb and prior experience developing Ethereum Dapps, Merunas is an invaluable member of Pally’s technical team.






























Manoj Patidar

Smart Contract Developer

Manoj has 12+ years of experience in the IT industry and has extensive architectural and hands-on experience in various technologies like Blockchain, Node.js, Enterprise web applications and web3js.  Manoj has prior experience with smart contract development on the Ethereum platform. 






























Tanya Faye

Community Manager

Tanya, one of the few seasoned community managers who previously has managed communications for blockchain-based companies and assisted in crowdsale-related PR activities, brings 5+ years of customer service across multiple industries to Pally. She has a passion for travelling, trying new different foods and experiencing different cultures first-hand which makes Tanya a perfect fit within Team Pally.






























Kaisun Raj

Community Manager

With prior experience in digital marketing, social media and community engagement at a large investment firm and at several charities, Kaisun is responsible for communications and engagement with Pally's community.
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